
 
GUIDANCE FOR WRITING AUDIT POSTER ABSTRACTS 

 
1. There is a limit of 1800 characters, including spaces, for the text of your 

submission. Authors, institutions, tables, and images will not be counted. 
Abstracts exceeding this character limit will be excluded. 

   
2. Audit poster abstracts must include the title; background to the audit; standards, 

indicators and targets; methodology; results of 1st audit round; 1st action plan and 
references. Results of 2nd round and 2nd action plan should be included 
whenever possible.   

 
3. Remember that this audit is being presented to a wide audience.  You must 

therefore assume that they may know very little about the area which you are 
auditing, particularly if it relates to a sub speciality field.  With this in mind 
ensure that the standard that is being audited is detailed including target 
information.  Do not just state for example NICE guideline. 

 
4. Abstracts are more likely to be accepted if they are original.  Some topics have 

been presented on multiple occasions and although worthwhile carrying out at 
local level are less likely to be accepted for the Poster Competition. 

 
5. Audits in which the audit cycle has been completed and results of at least one if 

not two reaudits are available are more likely to be accepted. 
 
6. Remember an audit is a piece of work in which local performance is assessed 

against a standard.  This standard may be locally or nationally produced.  Many 
submissions to this competition previously have not been audits but either surveys 
or research.  If there is no standard against which performance is being assessed 
this is not an audit. 

 
7. The content of the abstract, and indeed the subsequent poster if the abstract is 

accepted, should stick to the standard being assessed.  Do not get sidelined into 
detailing other investigations or observations made whilst carrying out the audit.   
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